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Editorial

Valued business partner,
it is my special pleasure to
take you with me to the United
Kingdom, and in particular to
London, in this edition of Glutz
Inside. You will discover how
the market within the construction industry works and
why the Glutz brand is more
successful today than ever
before.
Excellent communication and
strong relationships are two of
the ingredients in our recipe
for success in the British
market. We retain one of these
relationships of many years
with the famous architect
and master planner, Robin
Partington. Together with his
team, he designed a design
lever handle series, manufactured exclusively by Glutz.
From his first concept sketch
to completed products, you
will get an insight into Robin‘s
design process and learn in
which prominent building in the
centre of London this handle is
already installed.

Customer relations,
English style
When you think about the cityscape of London, you usually picture
historic buildings like Buckingham Palace or St. Paul‘s Cathedral.
However, the construction industry in London has been flying high for many
years. Almost daily, the skyline of this city of millions changes,
due to new highrise buildings that are currently under construction.
The developers of these modern buildings value high quality and individual
design in their furnishings - a decisive advantage that Glutz UK, as a
reliable partner, can offer in a highly saturated market.

The United Kingdom is one of
the most heavily populated
countries in Europe. With 8.78
million

inhabitants,

more

people live in London alone
than in all of Switzerland (8.28
million). This population density was reason enough to open

Without further ado, please
enjoy your reading. I hope it
creates in you a little of the
fascination that we have for our
work. After all, every day we
are helping to develop one of
the most exciting and diverse
cities in the world, even if it
is only with a small but not
insignificant contribution:
secure and sophisticated
custom access solutions.

our own Glutz Market Centre
in the UK. Since 1999, this subsidiary has grown to be an important mainstay for the Glutz
international brand.
Manufacturer, trading
partner and consultant,
all in one
Glutz UK is not only a manufacturer and trading partner, it also

Best regards from England,
Paul Grech
Managing Director, Glutz UK
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directly advises architects and
clients. The Glutz UK team offers support from the buildings‘
embryonic stage throughout

Iain Reid, Sales Director Glutz
UK, and Patrick Calvey, Sales
Manager Glutz UK, discussing
architecture plans

Glutz UK is
not only a
manufacturer
and trading
partner, it
also directly
advises
architects and
developers.

the whole construction process

curity and cost consultants, ge-

and is thus able to provide cus-

neral constractors, craftsmen,

tom and comprehensive access

manufacturers and more. Many

solutions. “Our customers have

opinions emerge during a cons-

come to trust us because very

truction project, a lot of them

quickly they learn that we act in

cost related. “We maintain

their best interests”, explains

contact with everyone invol-

Paul Grech, Managing Director

ved with doors, ironmongery

of Glutz UK Ltd. The 154 years

and access, providing our ex-

of company history, Swiss made

pertise at every stage of const-

quality products and the combi-

ruction”, says Paul Grech. Di-

nation of tradition and innova-

rect communication with just

tion are also the basis for Glutz‘s

one contact partner who cares

good business relationships in

for everything with regards to

the UK.

access and also provides individual solutions, that is the decis-

Working on a successful
construction project
Real estate projects, as they

ive success factor for Glutz UK.
Architects and the people at Glutz share the
passion for creation.

Design from Glutz

currently are in London, are ex-

manufacturing

ceptionally complex. Develo-

“Architects

pers hire a number of experts:

their own mark on their pro-

architects, master planners, se-

jects and one way for them to »

enjoy

stamping
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Glutz is able to act
in the best interest of
his customer.

»

achieve this is to create their

good, but that they also func-

tute

own product designs”, says

tion correctly and comply with

(RIBA)

Paul Grech. UK architects place

European standards”, explains

architects educated about with

In addition to residential con-

a high value on aesthetic ap-

Paul Grech. Direct cooperation

new developments in access

struction, Glutz UK’s future

peal; individuality is king in

between architect, owner and

systems and standards. “As

potential is primarily in pub-

London. With its manufactu-

manufacturer is a desired and

consultants, we have the op-

lic buildings, schools and

ring competence, Glutz is able

perfect combination.

portunity to inform on impor-

industrial construction. The

tant topics such as access secu-

perfect access solution is already

to comply with individual re-

of

British
in

order

Architects
to

keep

programme, we try to increase
awareness on this topic.”

quests and cast its own fittings,

Good relationships

rity”, explains Paul Grech. “As

available. “With our mAccess

so the needs of the British mar-

are based on good

beautiful as London is, as with

and eAccess series combined

ket can be met exactly.

communication

any major European city crime

with our locks and fittings, we

“We combine the architect‘s

Glutz UK also participates in

rates are unfortunately high.

are superbly equipped”, con-

ideas

specialised

the CPD (Continuing Professi-

Legislation has driven the de-

firms Paul Grech. “We are exci-

knowledge in order to make su-

with

our

onal Development) education

mand for better security solu-

ted to see what the future

re that products not only look

programme of the Royal Insti-

tions. Through the RIBA CPD

brings!”

Glutz UK participates in the
CPD education
programme
of the Royal
Institute
of British
Architects (RIB)
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Simple & elegant:
Craftsmanship and design
Robin Partington, architect, about his love for door handles

Robin Partington & Partners

and the company‘s successful

are a portal from one world to

door handle came from a con-

(RPP) is an award winning ar-

cooperation with Glutz on a

another. They define and hold

versation with our client on a

chitectural practice based in

major project.

the boundary between the

high profile residential deve-

London. The spirit of the

comfortable conditions main-

lopment at Merchant Square in

practice and the company‘s ap-

A door handle is often the very

tained inside a building and the

Paddington, London.

proach is summed up in their

first point of contact when you

uncontrolled

environment

We discussed how we could

slogan “built around people.”

enter a building, and it can

beyond, between a place of sa-

change people’s perceptions of

CEO Robin Partington passio-

therefore have a pivotal role, in-

fety and comfort and the less

quality and add to the value of a

nately speaks about a device of

fluencing your first perceptions

predictable world outside. The

property, not only through

everyday use, door handles,

of quality and security. Doors

original idea for the design of a

crafting the design and

»
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The bespoke door handles that we designed for
the building are calm, elegant and a joy to use
sitting comfortably in your hand, reinforcing the
spirit and character of the building.

»

layouts of accommodation

the way that the design of even

points with elaborate design in

the same way that a hand shake

within, but by the touch and

the smallest components in our

appropriate locations, but the

conveys a greeting and wel-

feel

of

the

materials

and

finishes that we specify.

buildings can inform our per-

results can also be uncomfor-

come

ceptions of quality, comfort

table in regular use, because the

When you enter a building or a

between

strangers.

and security. Door handles and

shape and feel does not respond

room it is an opportunity for

Craftsmanship

their associated ironmongery

to the simple task in hand.

the building to welcome you.

and design

have a key role to play. Door

I have long had a fascination

handles can celebrate crafts-

I want a door handle to strike

handle that would convey a

with materials and finishes and

manship and provide focal

up a dialogue with the user in

sense of strength and security

We set out to design a door

Robin Partington
One of the Heads
behind Merchant Square

I enjoy place making, with buildings
that engage the senses, celebrating their context, the climate and
culture of the people using them.

Robin Partington studied architecture
at Liverpool University. He joined
Foster and Partners in 1984 and
whilst there, he was responsible for a
range of award winning and innovative
projects around the world, building
up a remarkable and diverse portfolio
of experience, skills and expertise
including the Carré d’Art in Nîmes,
The ITN building in London, Cranfield
University Library, The British Library
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of Political and Economic Science at
the London School of Economics, the
American Air Museum at Duxford, the
Commerzbank in Frankfurt, the ARAG
Headquarters in Dusseldorf, the Torre
de Collserola Telecommunications tower in Barcelona and 30 St Mary Axe
in the City of London (the ‘Gherkin’).
Robin joined Hamiltons Architects in
2001 driving its transformation over
the next 8 years, also completing a

number of award winning projects
including the Strata residential tower,
London, before the opportunity presented itself to form Robin Partington
and Partners, RPP.
Robin says: “Within the London
market, we work successfully at
every scale and in every sector, we
provide the tools and expertise to
inspire teamwork founded on simple

principles. We are passionate and
care about the integrity and quality of
our work, understanding where to be
rigorous, when to innovate and how
to be flexible, driving the quality and
value of each project. Our intuitive and
pragmatic design approach allows us
to build refined and timeless solutions
for the people who experience our
buildings and products. This is our
commitment to our clients.”

The four new
buildings designed by RPP
share a common
basement and a
new landscaped
public Garden
Square.

whilst also being a delight to
look at and use; one that would
work within a wide range of
contexts,

complementing

rather than competing with the
design of the surrounding building.
Door handles to residential
properties should feel different
to those designed for commercial use, and internal doors
should feel different to external
doors, responding to the subtle
change in formality and implied security. Internal doors
can have a lighter feel, but
should also convey the simple
message that they are maintaining essential privacy between
one space and another, often
from a more open and public
area such as a living room or
kitchen, to a more private area
like a bathroom or bedroom.
You want to have confidence
that the door is not going to
drift open at an inopportune
Merchant Square lies at the heart
of a dynamic and vibrant community
on a 1.6 hectare site bounded by
the Westway to the North and
Paddington Basin to the South.

The four new buildings designed
by RPP share a common basement
and a new landscaped public
Garden Square. The buildings are:

• 1 Merchant Square, a graceful 42
storey mixed use tower comprising
90 key boutique hotel, 222 residential
apartments and a skybar.
• 2 Merchant Square, a spectacular
16 storey office building with panoramic views addressing the garden
square and the A40, an important
arterial route into London.
• 3 Merchant Square, a 21 story
mixed tenure residential building

providing 201 apartments with retail.
• 6 Merchant Square, a 16 story
mixed tenure residential building
providing 119 apartments and retail.

moment.
Our door handles are cast from
solid brass or stainless steel, so
you feel the weight and inertia
as you use them, but they are in
perfect balance with the mechanism

inside.

Carefully

weighted springs counterbalancing the mass of the

»
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From the first
draft to 3D
model and the
final product,
Glutz counts
on matchless
quality.

I have long had a fascination with materials and
finishes and the way that the design of even the
smallest components in our buildings can inform
our perceptions of quality, comfort and security.

»

We started by looking for a

being reliable in use, recognis-

handle that satisfied our brief

ing the differences between a

and were surprised and frustra-

domestic situation and an of-

ted that we could not find a sui-

fice or work environment.

table product, so we started to
explore a bespoke design wor-

We

king with one of the best

about the brief for a design that

known and most reliable sup-

would feel bespoke, but also

pliers and manufacturers in the

lend itself for use in many diffe-

industry – Glutz. The process

rent types of building, a form

started with a detailed review

that complemented the prevai-

of what we didn’t like about the

ling style of a building rather

wide range of products availab-

than competing with it, with a

le on the market. This included

selection of materials and fini-

sourcing samples, trying and

shes that would drive a mass

testing them, and in doing so,

market appeal.

also

thought

carefully

handle makes them a de-

to hold, kissing the palm of

developing a deeper understan-

light to use, with bearing to en-

your hand, with a radius on the

ding of how handles and their

The feeling

sure a smooth operation. This

edge that snuggles into your

associated

is important

reassures that you are passing

fingers as they curl around it

why they fail, and what it is

From the initial concept sket-

through a secure boundary and

gaining purchase to open. The

about many on the market that

ches, we developed a series of

the handle and associated locks

handle is a delight to use re-

make them feel badly enginee-

simple hand carved foam mo-

have substance, and that you

gardless of whether it is for-

red, awkward, quirky or un-

dels to test the proportions and

are safe and secure within.

mally addressed, or informally

comfortable to use.

feel the ergonomics of the

swiped with a downward push

Understanding the hidden me-

handle. Asking ourselves ques-

A satisfying ‘clunk’,

of an elbow or arm when your

chanics was key to the design

tions such as does it ‘bite’, is it

that‘s what we aim for.

hands are full of shopping or

process, as the handle has to be

long enough to feel comfortab-

The form of our door handle is

bags, and the door should close

paired with a mechanism that

le in the palm of the hand when

simple yet elegant, it is a delight

with a satisfying clunk.

gives it the right feel, whilst

approached from different di-
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mechanics

work,

Merchant Square enjoys a cosmopolitan
scale, marking an important point of
entry and departure for central London.

One of the reasons why exclusive, tailor made
handles are important for architects and clients
is because they allow you to add a level of bespoke
detail at a human scale as an integral part of
the fabric of the building.

rections, does the tight radius

elegance of the line, before ma-

create a snug fit for the hand as

king a formal cast metal proto-

your fingers wrap around, does

type and finally proofing the

it feel secure and serviceable, is

design.

it comfortable to press, rotate,

In parallel with the design of

push and pull, can it be comfor-

the handle, we also worked

tably operated by your arm

with Glutz on the internal me-

handle. In doing so, we recog-

have a lighter feel and be qui-

when your hands are full, and

chanics to ensure that the ope-

nised that cast brass and bronze

cker in operation, whilst able to

most important, is it tactile and

ration of the handle was

is slightly heavier than stainless

withstand many more cycles of

a delight to use? The next stage

smooth for the domestic door

steel or cast iron, and that diffe-

operation and perhaps abuse,

was to develop more sophisti-

with springs that were strong

rent inserts would affect the

than in a domestic situation.

cated 3D printed models to

enough to counter the added

weight and mechanism. An of-

We started with a simple palet-

confirm the proportions and

weight of a solid cast metal

fice door handle would want to

te of finishes including

»
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Individual designed
door lever handles
and window handles
complete the picture
of the noble interior
of the apartments.

»

polished chrome on brass,

ding, not an abstract surface but

still my favourite, satin fini-

something that you touch and

shed cast stainless steel and

hold on a regular basis. A door

bronze patinated brass along

handle can ‘ignore’ you and

with a myriad of potential coa-

simply serve its purpose and

tings. We have also explored a

function, or it can add a subtle

variety of inserts including lea-

level of humanity, delight and

ther, timber and ceramics that

detail to your life, a source of sa-

can be integrated within the

tisfaction and enjoyment to

design of the handle, again

one of the simplest of everyday

creating a feeling of quality and

tasks, the opening and closing

craftsmanship.

of a door. The bespoke door

quality and feeling of security.

sign with craftsmanship in ma-

handles and associated iron-

Let‘s face it, I love door handles

nufacture and finish Glutz also

One of the reasons why exclu-

mongery range that we desig-

that are a joy to use!

provide excellent support and

sive tailor made handles are im-

ned are calm, elegant and a joy

portant for architects and cli-

to use. Sitting comfortably in

Handles made by Glutz are po-

ents, is because they allow you

your hand, reinforcing the spi-

pular and successful because

Other products in the range

to add a level of bespoke detail

rit and character of the buil-

they are beautifully engineered

The resulting design of the le-

on a human scale as an integral

ding, beautifully weighted and

and thoroughly tested pro-

ver

part of the fabric of the buil-

robust, they add to the sense of

ducts, combining elegant de-

width, shape and profile, lends
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after-sales service.

handle,

including

the

Consistent design
on all inner and
exterior doors
developed by
RPP and Glutz.

push or pull. The ability to in-

simple extended form when

sert different materials allows

fixed on a wall.

you to tune the tactile quality

The developed
design of the
door lever
handle continues on towel
bars and toilet
paper holders in
the bathroom.

or grip of the handle to better

Consistent design of all handles

suit the intended purpose and

in every room of the apart-

context.

ments complete the picture of
the noble interior of Merchant

A fixed variant of the lever

Square. Developing a design for

handle and rose becomes an

a suite of door handles and as-

ideal toilet roll holder when a

sociated accessories by RPP

simple dome headed peg is ad-

filled a gap in the market place

itself to a wide range of compli-

allowing air to circulate and the

ded at its end to stop the roll

within the residential sector.

mentary applications.

towel to dry quickly.

from sliding off. A shortened

We developed a design soluti-

version of the profile with do-

on that was both simple and

A horizontal towel rail of varying lengths has been derived

The same bar becomes an extre-

me headed peg added on its

elegant whilst still projecting

from an extension of the lever

mely comfortable pull handle

edge forms an extremely effec-

the necessary of substance and

handle geometry, with a shape

for doors when used vertically,

tive coat hanger. A rubber bush

security that a door handle of

that lends itself to the purpose

with the depth of the bar in this

added to the top of the profile

quality requires. And Glutz

by ensuring that the two sur-

case

essential

creates a very effective door

was the best partner to realise

faces of a towel are kept apart,

strength in the direction of

stop located on the floor or in a

it!

providing

«
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A look
to the next
edition:
REVIEW AND
MILESTONES 2017

Contact your market centre for
questions on Glutz products.
Glutz AG
Segetzstraße 13, 4502 Solothurn, Schweiz
Tel. +41 32 625 65 20, Fax +41 32 625 65 35
info@glutz.com, www.glutz.com

We are glad to receive your
feedback, suggestions and
concerns on the content of
Glutz Inside!
Contact us at
marketing@glutz.com
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